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There's reality.
And then there's the world as Carol Chambers keeps trying to warp it.
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The latest example of the 18th Judicial District Attorney's uncomfortable relationship with the facts involves allegations of human trafficking in the
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Ethiopian community.
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"In the DA's office's agenda to prosecute so overzealously, it seems that the facts of a case aren't really an objective," says Chris Cashbaugh,
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foreman of the jury that cleared Ruth Tsehaye at trial.
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●

Tsehaye is an Ethiopian immigrant who owns 7-Elevens in Aurora and Commerce City.
In 1996, she helped bring her distant cousin, Tsehai Hagos, a non-English- speaking woman then in her 40s, to the U.S. Hagos shared a bedroom,
companionship and some housework with Tsehaye's mother while Tsehaye paid her expenses and urged her to get a job and live on her own.
"Relatives living together is common in our culture. You try to motivate them to become independent, but you don't one day decide to kick them on
the street," she says.
After 11 years, Hagos had overstayed her welcome and moved in with other relatives. They demanded back pay for Hagos and money for her care,
threatening otherwise to report Tsehaye for enslaving a household employee.
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Tsehaye refused what she saw as a shakedown.
Then followed an FBI investigation and a state attorney general's probe into claims that Tsehaye had held Hagos as a slave. Hagos, meantime,
secured immigration status allowing her to stay in the U.S. as an alleged victim of human trafficking. She had motive to pursue allegations.
Holes became obvious in her story.
She claimed she wasn't allowed outside Tsehaye's home, although neighbors saw her walking alone. Hagos claimed she was limited on food and
clothing, while photos show her celebrating family events in new outfits and eating what was offered at Tsehaye's table. Hagos claimed she was
prohibited from going to church, though video and testimonies show she went regularly.
Recognizing problems with Hagos' credibility, the AG brokered a deal in which Tsehaye agreed to a not-guilty judgment in exchange for paying
Hagos $30,000 that her lawyer Dan Recht says otherwise would go to Tsehaye's defense. The agreement was nearly clinched when Chambers
refused it, insisting on trying the case.
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Arapahoe County jurors acquitted Tsehaye after a two- week trial.
"The alleged victim, in my estimation, was no victim at all," Cashbaugh says. "I think she was making these claims so she could stay in the country."
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Chambers didn't comment.
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The problem isn't that the case was investigated or initially prosecuted. The economics of immigration make arrangements like these all too open to
exploitation.
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The problem, rather, is that Chambers disregarded advice of the AG's office and ignored the voices of reason.
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"She almost destroyed my life," Tsehaye says.
"There's a big difference between human trafficking and helping family come to America and build a life," added Endashaw Kelkele, pastor of
Aurora's Ethiopian Evangelical Church.
"The DA, she was more interested to see Ruth lose, not to see the law served," he said. "What's sad is that people in our community are afraid.
People who are aware of this case won't any more welcome their relatives into their homes."
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If "Nixon" the poster disappears forever from this paper, it is because the Denver Post administrator takes
real exception (and a personal reaction) to me--especially when I do NOT support ArtStarzz and his/her very
racist Viva La Raza, Pro DREAM ACT for Criminals stances... just fyi!
I thought papers were non-partial...
Silly me---of course, I thought Obama would be bi-partisan to.... (jk!) :D
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slavetotheflyrod wrote:Nice, I wonder what this little vendetta cost the taxpayers of Arapahoe
County?
The fact is, Ms. Chambers will soon be gone, If memory serves me right, she's term-limited.
The real danger lies in the fact that whichever candidate has the little (R) next to their name is
pretty much guaranteed the job. It's entirely possible that we end up with something far worse
after the next election.

Rumor hath it that Ms. Chambers and her chief deputy have a scheme in place. The chief deputy runs for DA
and names - ready? - Ms. Chambers as her chief deputy. It's up to the voters to make sure this outrage
doesn't happen.

PermanentDavid B | 6:26 PM on Sunday Mar 7
link to
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A typical overzealous prosecutor. He care more for a conviction rate then for justice. Just think if he could
have hoodwinked the jurry would another inocent persons life be rewend by this petty tyrant we call a DA?
I can here the conservatives here grown as I write the above but consider that false conviction is common in
the good old USA. Doubt that do you? follow the following links:
http://www.vdare.com/roberts/independent_review.htm
http://cwcy.org/resources/65_attach_Fre ... 0Gross.pdf
http://www.abajournal.com/news/article/ ... xactitude/
http://www.rayeofhope.org/Statistics/Stats.htm
http://www.azjusticeproject.org/profiles.php
http://www.caught.net/innoc.htm
I could list pages of stuff but then why bother, after all to the conservatives here these people are just
forefingers and importers of illigal aliens not people. Sad that conservatives seem to have become so mean
spirited, and selectively moral complaining about everything but the real point of the article which is that YOU
could be subject to zealous prosecution on a false charge.

PermanentPhillip R | 2:18 PM on Sunday Mar 7
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theairdog wrote:I wonder how Ms. Chambers hoodwinked the Grand Jury of ordinary citizens
into determining that there was probable cause to suspect that a crime had been committed?
Remember, a Felony Charge must be brought by a Grand Jury....Can't be done by just the
DA alone.

A Grand Jury isn't necessary.
Charges can be brought directly by the Prosecutor without one and this requires a preliminary hearing, but
bypasses the Grand Jury.
A Grand Jury is probably the easier way to bring felony charges on weak cases though as less (maybe even
no) solid evidence is really needed. As has been said: You can indict a ham sandwich with a Grand Jury,

PermanentSid James | 1:17 PM on Sunday Mar 7
link to
Report Abuse
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comment

Prosecutors who abuse their discretion in this way should be removed from office and disbarred, period. It not
only is a crime against the innocent, perpetrated on behalf of the public, but it also undermines our criminal
justice system by bringing its credibility into question.

Permanentsteve harvey | 1:11 PM on Sunday Mar 7
link to
Report Abuse
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comment

I wonder how Ms. Chambers hoodwinked the Grand Jury of ordinary citizens into determining that there was
probable cause to suspect that a crime had been committed?
Remember, a Felony Charge must be brought by a Grand Jury....Can't be done by just the DA alone.

PermanentBruce Willis in CO NOT CA | 12:53 PM on Sunday Mar 7
link to
Report Abuse
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To answer you Realworld,
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The Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000 establishes a Cabinet-level federal interagency
task force and establishes a federal program to provide services to trafficking victims.
government officials, or others, and; grants of relief from deportation and offers certain
benefits and services to victims of severe forms of trafficking. http://www.state.gov/documents/
organization/10492.pdf

From this article, we know Dear Cousin is illegal here-she tried and may get, refugee status complete with all
the welfare benefits afforded to such claims of trafficking victims.

PermanentUSA-Rocks - | 10:58 AM on Sunday Mar 7
link to
Report Abuse
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Why in the world does the Post allow a fluff opinion writer to post hatchet jobs like this under the NEWS
section?
If there are serious charges to bring against the DA, the Post should do an in-depth investigative report like
the one they spiked by Karen Crummy about the corruption in the Ritter gubernatorial campaign.

PermanentBob C | 10:34 AM on Sunday Mar 7
link to
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How could she gain legal status after being here illegally 11 years, come on greene, ask some tougher
questions. In between cocktail parties, grow a pair!

Permanentjack l | 10:09 AM on Sunday Mar 7
link to
Report Abuse
this
comment

And Thomas-I can read btw. IN FACT, I read so very well that i read ALL the immigration laws of the
USA.
The legal immigrant, by federal immigration law, should lose her businesses and be deported for breaking the
law by aiding and abetting the ILLEGAL to come here.
The illegal violated federal law by coming here-and should be deported overnight.
But dollars to donuts, she will be like Obama's illegal alien aunt. Ordered deported in court six years ago, and
still is living in housing that we TAXPAYERS pay for her!
Betcha...
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PermanentUSA-Rocks - | 8:54 AM on Sunday Mar 7
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Thomas--The so-called distant cousin Hagos is a ILLEGAL alien here...the legal immigrant Tsehaye should
by law, have her businesses seized and auctioned and be deported herself for aiding and abetting the illegal.
that's immigration law-do we still have laws in America?
But other states are now running DNA on supposed relatives of the Somalian/Ethiopian people and findingsurprise-they are not related AT ALL!
This is the latest Scam the American taxpayer scheme, do you not understand that?
Refer to
Tsehaye is an Ethiopian immigrant who owns 7-Elevens in Aurora and Commerce City. In
1996, she helped bring her distant cousin, Tsehai Hagos, a non-English- speaking woman
then in her 40s, to the U.S.
Hagos, meantime, secured immigration status allowing her to stay in the U.S. as an alleged
victim of human trafficking. She had motive to pursue allegations
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Nice, I wonder what this little vendetta cost the taxpayers of Arapahoe County?
The fact is, Ms. Chambers will soon be gone, If memory serves me right, she's term-limited. The real danger
lies in the fact that whichever candidate has the little (R) next to their name is pretty much guaranteed the job.
It's entirely possible that we end up with something far worse after the next election.

Permanentslave W | 8:39 AM on Sunday Mar 7
link to
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It really doesn't make much difference whether you're an immigrant (legal or otherwise), legal citizen or
anything between: We live in a country where the irresponsible prey on the responsible with the blessings of
a legal system that encourages it.
Changes need to b made that will hold prosecutors and judges responsible for aiding what often amounts to a
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fraud perpetrated in -and sometimes by- the legal system.
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Typical empty column by Ms. Greene. An interesting story but not really researched or investigated. How did
she "help" her come into the country, legally or illegally? What did her defense attorney say? Greene gets
quotes from a juror and does nothing more. This is not journalism. Lame again. I do agree on her assessment
of Chambers generally, however, but the story was not developed, as usual. Why do a whole job when the
editor will print half a loaf?
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This is common in the Ethiopian community.
Not slave trafficking, but smuggling illegal aliens into the U.S.
The largest growing population of illegal immigrants is now Black.
So-has Tsehaye been arrested for smuggling? Have her businesses been seized by the government per U.S.
law? (Tsehaye is an Ethiopian immigrant who owns 7-Elevens in Aurora and Commerce City. In 1996, she
helped bring her distant cousin, Tsehai Hagos, a non-English- speaking woman then in her 40s, to the U.S.)
And has Tsehai Hagos been deported as the illegal she is?
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